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  [image: Welcome back to the ACSA Women’s History Month Spotlight. As Women’s History Month comes to an end, we’d like to celebrate Pascale Sablan (@pascalesablan)!  Sablan is a licensed architect and advocate for diversity and inclusion in architecture. Born and raised in Queens, NY, she earned architectural degrees from the Pratt Institute School of Architecture and Columbia University. She is currently CEO of the Adjaye Associates' New York Studio and serving as the Global President of the National Organization of Minority Architects (@nomanational), the 5th woman to hold this position.   Throughout her career, Sablan has been a champion for the empowerment of minorities in architecture. In 2017, she founded Beyond the Built Environment (@beyondthebuilt), a platform dedicated to amplifying the work of women and BIPOC designers and architects. In 2020, Sablan started the Great Diverse Designers Library, a directory of women and people of color in design and architecture. In 2021, she became the youngest African American inductee of the AIA College of Fellows at age 38.  Today, she continues to empower her colleagues and inspire the next generation of architects!  Image Credit: Stanley Jordan  #ACSA #ACSASpotlight #WomensHistoryMonth #WomenInArchitecture #Architecture #History #Equity #BeyondtheBuiltEnvironment #PascaleSablan] 
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  [image: Introducing the ACSA Justice in Architecture webpage! 📚  This resource library was created as part of the first ACSA Fellowship to Advance Equity in Architecture and initiated by fellowship co-recipients Nathalie Frankowski and Cruz Garcia (@garciafrankowski) of WAI Architecture Think Tank (@waithinktank). Visit the page today to access various resources that focus on social and ecological justice scholarship, including articles, letters, publications, lectures, and more!  Visit the #LinkInBio to browse and share with a colleague.  #ACSA #ACSAEquity #EquityInArchitecture #SocialJustice #EcologicalJustice #ResourceLibrary #ArchitecturalEducation #Pedagogy #ACSAFacultyFellow] 
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  [image: Early registration for the ACSA 2024 International Conference is now open. Join us in Querétaro! 🇲🇽  “Inflections: becoming what is yet to be” is an international summit that will delve into the intersecting inflection points of environmental and social trends, innovative forms of practice, and artificial intelligence. Join educators, practitioners, and students from across the world in Querétaro, Mexico from June 27-29, 2024. Register by May 1st to secure the best rate for registration!  To learn more and register, visit the #LinkInBio.  #ACSA #ACSAInternationalConference #Architecture #InternationalConference #Querétaro #Conferences #Inflections #education #leaders #joinus #QueretaroConference #ArchitecturalEducation] 
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  [image: 📣 Deadline approaching 📣  Submit your application for the Academy for Public Scholarship on the Built Environment: CLIMATE ACTION cohort by Monday, April 1, 2024!  Are you an architecture faculty member whose research intersects with climate action or climate justice? If so, this is the opportunity for you! 🌍  ACSA will select an initial cohort of twelve academics to participate in The Op-Ed Project’s virtual “Write to Change the World” workshops. Cohort members will also have the opportunity to join a series of climate training modules led by the USC Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism (@uscannenberg).  Click the #LinkInBio to learn more and register!   #architecture #climatechange #climateaction #climatejustice #architectureeducation #pedagogy #faculty #submitnow #academia] 
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  [image: We’d like to extend our gratitude to ACSA112 attendees for joining us in Vancouver last week! 🇨🇦 It was amazing to spend three days connecting with colleagues, sharing research, and exchanging ideas to expand the pedagogy of the ever-evolving architectural education field. We couldn’t have done it without you. Thank you to …   … Every presenter … Every returning member … Every new connection  And a huge thank you to our conference partners: Tau Sigma Delta, AIAS (@aiasorg), and the University of British Columbia (@universityofbc). During ACSA112, we also announced the location for next year’s 113th Annual Meeting: New Orleans, LA! Stay tuned for more details.   #ACSA #ACSAAnnualMeeting #ACSA112 #ACSAConference #Architecture #ArchitecturalEducation #Vancouver #Networking] 
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  [image: Special opportunity for master & graduate students in the US & Canada!  The Holcim Foundation has just announced its North America Fellowship program. This program offers an exclusive two-week course in New York City, USA, tailored for a select group of emerging talents. Participants will gain access to a range of unique opportunities:   - Free accommodation, travel assistance, and full tuition for the course - Visit some of New York City’s best examples of sustainable architecture with discussions led by renowned practitioners from Arup, Henning Larsen and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) - Tap into a global network of the Holcim Foundation’s leading experts and have the chance to participate in a global Holcim Foundation Emerging ChangeMaker event in 2025  Find out more about eligibility and apply by April 30, 2024: https://lnkd.in/efdN9AN3] 
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  [image: Register for Loudreaders Session 50 today!   Session 50 will be led by Imani Jacqueline Brown, an artist, activist, and architectural researcher from New Orleans, based in London. Brown’s work investigates extractive environmental and economic systems (from colonial genocide and slavery to contemporary fossil fuel production), as well as police and corporate impunity, to expose the layers of violence and resistance that comprise the foundations of settler-colonial society.  Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2024 at 11:00 a.m. CT / 5:00 p.m. GMT  Visit the #LinkInBio to learn more and register.  This session is brought to you by Loudreaders Trade School and ACSA Equity Fellows Cruz Garcia (@garciafrankowski) and Nathalie Frankowski of @waithinktank.  #ACSA #ACSAFacultyFellow #EquityinArchitecture #ArchitecturalEducation #Pedagogy] 
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  [image: There’s still time left to register for the 2024 ACSA Annual Business Meeting! Join us this Wednesday, March 27, starting at 7:00 p.m. ET. The Annual Business Meeting serves as a platform for the ACSA Board of Directors to share organization updates and hold structured conversations on changes happening in architectural education.  Our agenda for the evening is as follows:  1. Call to Order 2. Introduction of the ACSA Board of Directors 3. Member School Registration 4. ACSA Report 5. Other Business 6. New Business  Click the #LinkInBio to sign up today!  #ACSA #ACSAAnnualBusinessMeeting #ACSAMember #ArchitectureEducation #Architecture #HigherEd #Faculty #BoardofDirectors] 
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  [image: Welcome back to the ACSA Women’s History Month Spotlight! Today, we’re celebrating the first woman to serve as ACSA president: Blanche Lemco van Ginkel. Born in 1923, Lemco van Ginkel was a pioneer in modernist architecture and urban planning. She was one of the first women students admitted to the McGill University School of Architecture, graduating with a Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1945.  She co-founded Van Ginkel Associates, with the firm leading various projects including Bowring Park in St. John's, Newfoundland. While known for her advancements in modern architecture, Lemco van Ginkel was also an advocate for preservation. In the early 1960s, she spearheaded the preservation of Old Montreal, convincing the government to abandon plans to disrupt the historic district with a freeway.  Her accomplishments didn't end there. In 1977, she became the dean of the University of Toronto, making her the first woman to lead a faculty of architecture in Canada and North America. Throughout her career, she championed equal pay for women in education. She was the first woman to be elected an officer and a fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC). In 1986, she became the first woman to be elected president of ACSA.   Lemco van Ginkel received the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal in 2012, was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Science by McGill University in 2014, and won the RAIC Gold Medal in 2020.   Today, we remember her as a trailblazer for women in architecture and an inspiration to all.  Image Credit: University of Toronto  #ACSA #ACSASpotlight #WomensHistoryMonth #WomenInArchitecture #WomensRights #Architecture #History #Equity #BlancheLemcovanGinkel] 
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  [image: The College of Distinguished Professors and ACSA are pleased to announce the 2024 Best Paper and Best Project Award winners! Sponsored by the ACSA College of Distinguished Professors, these awards recognize outstanding peer-reviewed research presented at the 112th ACSA Annual Meeting.  Congratulations to the winners!   Best Paper: Planting Imagination: Community Co-Design for Toronto’s Chinatown West - Linda Zhang (@lindayzhang) of the University of Waterloo (@waterloo_architecture), Josephine Pui-Hing Wong & Mandana Vahabi of Toronto Metropolitan University (@torontomet), Kenneth Fung of the University of Toronto (@uoft), Alan Li of Regent Park Community Health Centre (@regentparkchc), and Tyler Fox of Springboard Youth Academy (@springboardyouth)  Best Project:  Incremental House - Jeremy Ficca (@jeremy_ficca) of Carnegie Mellon University (@carnegiemellon)  Visit our #LinkInBio to read the full press release.   #ACSA #ACSA112 #architectural #education #award #winners #professor #architectureschool #faculty #congrats #architectureeducation #ACSAArchitecturalEducationAwards #BestPaper #BestProject] 
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Founded in 1912 by 10 charter members, ACSA is an international association of architecture schools preparing future architects, designers, and change agents. Our membership includes all of the accredited professional degree programs in the United States and Canada, as well as international schools and 2- and 4-year programs. Together ACSA schools represent some 7,000 faculty educating more than 40,000 students.
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